
Richard III: Shakespeare's Library and Carlos
Becerra Silva's Historical Research
Richard III, one of William Shakespeare's most famous and enigmatic
plays, presents a complex and controversial portrait of the English king.
The play has been the subject of countless interpretations and debates,
both in its own time and in the centuries since.
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One of the most fascinating aspects of Richard III is its relationship to
history. Shakespeare drew heavily on historical sources for his play,
including the works of chroniclers such as Edward Hall and Raphael
Holinshed. However, he also took significant liberties with the historical
record, creating a character who is both more sympathetic and more
villainous than the real Richard III.

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the historical accuracy
of Richard III. This interest has been fueled in part by the work of Carlos
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Becerra Silva, a Peruvian scholar who has devoted his career to studying
Richard III's library.

Richard III and His Library

Richard III was a voracious reader and collector of books. His library, which
was one of the largest and most valuable in England, contained over 1,000
volumes. The library included works on a wide range of subjects, including
history, philosophy, literature, and science.

Richard III's library was not simply a collection of books. It was a reflection
of his intellectual interests and his desire to learn. The books in his library
helped to shape his world view and his understanding of his role as king.

The library was also a source of pride for Richard III. He commissioned
several scribes to create illuminated manuscripts for his collection. These
manuscripts were often lavishly decorated with gold and silver leaf, and
they reflected Richard III's desire to be seen as a cultured and enlightened
ruler.

The Destruction of Richard III's Library

Richard III's library was destroyed after his death at the Battle of Bosworth
Field in 1485. The victorious Henry VII ordered the library to be dispersed,
and many of the books were lost or destroyed.

The destruction of Richard III's library is a tragedy for historians and
scholars. It deprived us of a valuable source of information about Richard
III and his reign. However, the library's destruction also serves as a
reminder of the fragility of all human achievements.



Carlos Becerra Silva and the Rediscovery of Richard III's Library

Carlos Becerra Silva's interest in Richard III began in the 1970s. At the
time, Silva was a young scholar working on his doctorate at the University
of London. Silva was fascinated by the complexity of Richard III's character,
and he was determined to learn more about the historical king.

Silva's research led him to the British Library, where he discovered a
fragment of a manuscript that had once belonged to Richard III's library.
This fragment was the only known surviving remnant of the king's vast
collection.

Silva's discovery was a major breakthrough. It provided scholars with new
information about Richard III's intellectual interests and his patronage of the
arts. It also helped to shed light on the complex relationship between
Shakespeare's play and the historical record.

Silva has continued to research Richard III's library for over 40 years. He
has published numerous articles and books on the subject, and he is
considered one of the world's leading experts on Richard III.

The Significance of Richard III's Library

Richard III's library is significant for several reasons. First, it provides us
with a glimpse into the mind of a complex and controversial king. The
books in his library reflect his intellectual interests and his desire to learn.

Second, the library is a reminder of the fragility of all human achievements.
The library was destroyed after Richard III's death, but it continues to
fascinate scholars and historians today.



Finally, the library is a symbol of the power of books. Books can change our
lives and shape our understanding of the world. They can also provide us
with a glimpse into the minds of those who have come before us.

Richard III is a complex and enigmatic figure who has fascinated historians
and scholars for centuries. His library is a reflection of his intellectual
interests and his desire to learn. The library is also a reminder of the
fragility of all human achievements.

Carlos Becerra Silva's research on Richard III's library has shed new light
on the king's character and his reign. Silva's work has also helped to raise
awareness of the importance of books and the power of scholarship.
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